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Abstract—Millimeter wave (mm-wave) system performance
may be degraded if the operation mechanism is not properly
designed, because mm-wave systems suffer severe path loss and
very short coherence time. Thanks to the sparse channel model
and directional transmission property, it is usually sufficient
to use analog beam codebooks in beam training to estimate
dominant channel components instead of complete instantaneous
channel matrices. With this viewpoint, we first characterize the
achievable beam gain by the number of antennas and beamwidth,
and then propose a low complexity mechanism that employs the
offline designed analog beam codebooks for both beam training
and data transmission. This mechanism not only avoids high
overhead and delay caused by the online beamforming design
based on instantaneous channels but also enables a much longer
quasi coherence time, which is the new concept proposed in this
work. In addition, it can realize a theoretical analysis of the
role of system parameters in energy efficiency. We consider a
phase-controlled point-to-point (P2P) mm-wave system example
to illustrate the proposed concepts and mechanism. Numerical
simulations also verify the effectiveness of the theoretical analysis
result and also provide a suggestion for system design.

I. INTRODUCTION

Based on Friis’ free space path loss (FSPL) equation [1]:

FSPL(fG, d) = 32.4 + 20 log10(fG) + 20 log10(d) [dB] (1)

where fG and d denote the carrier frequency in [GHz] and
transmission distance [meter], respectively, the transmission
at millimeter wave (mm-wave) frequencies suffers much more
severe FSPL compared with microwave frequency (below 5
GHz) transmission. To combat this severe path loss at mm-
wave frequencies, large scale antenna arrays are required
to achieve high beamforming gain. However, it is usually
challenging to deploy a large number of radio frequency (RF)
chains and data converters to serve the massive antennas
equipped in a very compact physical space due to both the high
cost/power consumption and high complexity requirement
in hardware design [2]. This motivates a wide application
of the hybrid Tx/Rx structure in mm-wave communication
systems that only a few radio frequency (RF) chains and data
converters are used to serve a large scale antenna array [3].
This architecture can greatly reduce the complexity and cost,
and the beamforming design is split into a high dimensional
analog beamforming design and a low dimensional digital
beamforming design [3].

Regarding the beamforming design in mm-wave communi-
cations, most existing algorithms can be roughly categorized
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into two types. The first type of approach is online design for
both analog beamforming and digital beamforming strategies.
For example, it is popular to first online generate both digital
and analog beamforming strategies [4]–[7]. However, the
resulting high time delay, overhead and computation load may
degrade the spectral and energy efficiency. The second type of
approaches is to use offline designed analog beam codebooks
and online designed digital beamforming strategies, e.g., [8].
In particular, analog beam codebooks can be stored at both the
transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx), and then efficient beam
training is used to determine the best Tx-Rx analog beam
pair and estimate the dominant components instead of the
complete channels. Compared with the first approach, this
method can greatly reduce the online complexity and time
delay. Therefore, offline designed analog beam codebooks play
a significant role in latency reduction.

In beam codebooks, the main beam lobe gain becomes
greater when the beamwidth becomes narrower and thus the
received SNR if the beam alignment is perfect. However, a
narrower beamwidth leads to more overhead for beam training
such that less time is left for the data transmission, which may
degrade the spectral efficiency [9]. Therefore, a trade-off exists
between the beamwidth, the number of antennas and system
spectral and energy efficiency performance.

To the best knowledge of the authors, few previous works
provides a theoretical analysis of the role of the analog
beamwidth and the number of antennas in the system energy
efficiency. We propose to use the best beam pairs determined
in the beam training for data transmission. In this method,
we propose a new concept of the quasi coherence time based
on beamforming adjustment, which is much longer than the
instantaneous channel coherence time. Futhermore, based on
the offline designed analog beam codebooks, the achievable
beam gain is characterized by the main lobe beamwidth and
the number of antennas. This parameterization result allows
us to analyze the role of both the main beamwidth and the
number of antennas in energy efficiency. A case study for the
P2P system is done to illustrate and evaluate the proposed
concepts and mechanism.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this work, we consider a mm-wave P2P system, denoted
by Tx 7→ Rx., where each node is equipped with an N -
antenna uniform linear array (ULA) associated with a single
RF chain and data converter. For the narrow-band and far-field
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transmission, the array response vector (steering vector) for an
N -antenna ULA at Tx or Rx can be defined as

a(θ) :=
[
1, ejπ cos θ, · · · , ej(N−1)π cos θ

]T
. (2)

This is based on half wavelength spacing between two adjacent
elements, and θ ∈ [0, π] denotes the angle of departure (AoD)
of the signal from Tx or the angle of arrival (AoA) to Rx,
where [0, π] is defined as the physical angular range that covers
the entire (one-sided) spatial horizon for a linear antenna array.

The directional propagation property at mm-wave frequen-
cies leads to limited spatial selectivity or scattering. For this
reason, the narrowband clustered channel representation can
be used to model a mm-wave channel for the link Tx 7→ Rx
as follows [10], [11]:

H := α1a(θr1)aH(θt1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
LOS ray

+
M∑
m=2

αma(θrm)aH(θtm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
NLOS rays

, (3)

which consists of M transmission rays – one LOS ray and
M − 1 NLOS rays. Based on the statistical model for mm-
wave channels suggested in [10], each complex channel gain
αm can be expressed as αm :=

√
ρmhm, where ρm and hm

denote the large scale fading and small scale fading of the m-
th ray. And θtm and θrm denote the AoD from Tx and AoA to
Rx of the m-th ray. These angles depend on the number and
locations of the clusters and in statistical it is usually assumed
that θtm, θ

r
m,∀m are independently and randomly distributed

in [0, π] for simplicity.

Based on the channel measurement in [10, Table I], the path
loss is roughly expressed as:

γ :=

M∑
m=1

|αm|2 = 10−(a+ζ)/10d−b, (4)

which is based on the non-coherent combination of all the
channel gains. More precisely, ζ accounts for variance in
shadowing and satisfies a uniform distribution with zero mean
and variance σ2

sh. Thus, γ satisfies a log-normal distribution
due to ζ. As we assume that the LOS transmission exists in
the link Tx 7→ Rx, the values of the parameters a, b and σ2

sh

in LOS scenario are suggested in [10, Table I].

In particular, the LOS ray experience the FSPL as (1):

γLOS := |α1|2 = 10−3.24f−2
G d−2, (5)

and the combining channel gain of the rest M −1 NLOS rays
of the LOS channel is approximately expressed as

γNLOS :=
M∑
m=2

|αm|2 = (10−(a+ζ)/10 − 10−3.24f−2
G )d−2,

(6)

which is based on b = 2 for LOS transmission, and γNLOS
still satisfies log-normal distribution due to ζ.

Let gt, gr be the two analog beamforming vectors employed

for Tx and Rx, respectively, in the set A:

A := {x : x ∈ CN×1, |x(n)|2 = 1/N,∀n}. (7)

Then, the received signal at Rx is

y =
√
pgHr Hgts+ gHr z (8)

where s with E{|s|2} = 1 denotes the desired transmit
symbol from Tx to Rx with the transmit power p. The vector
z ∈ CN×1 denotes the terminal noise at Rx and satisfies the
distribution of CN (0, σ2

0I), where σ2
0 denotes the received

noise power.

III. ANALOG BEAM CODEBOOK DESIGN

A. Analog Beam Codebook Based Beam Training

Consider an analog beam codebook W :=
{w1,w2, · · · ,wL} where wi ∈ A,∀i. Many papers
assume that each beam codeword wi enables the following
shaped beam pattern [3], [10], [12]:

Gi(θ) := |wH
i a(θ)|2 =

{
Gm(N, θ), when θ ∈ Θi

m

Gs(N, θ), when θ ∈ Θi
s,

(9)

where Gm(N, θ), Gs(N, θ) and Θi
m,Θ

i
s denote the constant

beam gain, and angular range for the main lobe and side lobe,
respectively, when the main lobe width is θ. The main lobe
of each beam pattern covers a unique angular range Θi

m. All
the beam codewords support the entire angular range [0, π].
For example, Fig. 1 shows a six-beam codebook generated
in [13], where each top-flat main lobe covers an individual
π/6 angular range. Furthermore, we also conclude in [13] the
variance of beam gain with the system parameters N and θ.

Lemma 1 The main lobe gain and the side lobe gain can be
parameterized as a function of N and θ as follows:

Gq(N, θ) ≈ c00 + c10N + c01θ + c20N
2 + c11Nθ

+ c02θ
2

+ c21N
2θ + c12Nθ

2
+ c03θ

3
(10)

where q ∈ {m, s} refers to either main lobe (q = m) or side
lobe (q = s) and the coefficients are given in Table I.

TABLE I: Coefficient values for the parameterization (10)

coefficients main lobe q = m side lobe q = s
c00 12.11 -1.723
c10 0.02365 -0.01646
c01 -0.4.01 -0.4791
c20 -0.0001302 -0.0004497
c11 -0.0004741 0.001808
c02 0.006375 0.01271
c21 1.481e-06 1.505e-05
c12 3.444e-06 -5.144e-05
c03 -3.998e-05 -9.127e-05

�

In practice, analog beam codebooks can be designed offline
and used as a look-up table in the beam training. The beam
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Fig. 1: A six-beam codebook example for N = 64

training is a Tx-Rx beam swapping procedure to find the best
Tx-Rx beam pair by measuring the received signal strength
with different Tx-Rx beam pair [14]. Therefore, this exhaustive
beam swapping takes L2 +1 symbol intervals consisting – L2

beam swapping symbol intervals and 1 symbol interval for
feedback of the best Tx beam index from Rx to Tx.

Remark 1 With a single resolution beam codebook, where
each beam pattern has the same main beamwidth θ = π/L,
the beam codebook based beam training takes

Tchannel := ((π/θ)2 + 1)∆ [second], (11)

where ∆ denotes a symbol transmission interval. �

B. Analog Beam Codebook based Operation Mechanism

In wireless communication, transmission data rate can be
expressed as follows:

R = B

(
1− Tchannel + Tonline

Tct

)
log2 (1 + SNR) (12)

where Tchannel, Tonline and Tct denote beam training time,
online strategy design time and channel coherence time for
the system in [second], and SNR denotes the received SNR.
The portion of coherence time for the desired data transmission
is Tdata = Tct − Tchannel − Tonline, and thus the parameter
1 − Tchannel+Tonline

Tct
< 1 denotes the spectral efficiency loss

factor caused by the time delay.
Based on (8), the SNR for the k-th user in (12) can be

further expressed as:

SNR =
p

σ2
0

|gHr Hgt|2. (13)

If the beamforming vectors gt and gr are designed based
on the instantaneous channel matrices H to maximize the
SNR in (13), the system coherence time Tct is equivalent
to the instantaneous channel coherence time. However, the
efficient analog beam codebook based beam training is not
able to estimate complete channel matrices but dominant
channel components. In this work, we propose to employ the
aligned Tx-Rx beam pairs determined in the beam training

V

V

Tx

Rx

d

A

BRx-Tx relative motion 

path example

Fig. 2: Concept illustration for quasi coherence time

procedure to serve as the beamforming strategies in data
transmission, which can greatly reduce Tonline by avoiding
the online beamforming design procedure. Furthermore, the
mechanism can also lead to a much longer system coherence
time compared with the instantaneous channel coherence time.

Under this mechanism, we introduce a new concept – quasi
coherence time for a mm-wave channel, defined as follows:

Definition 1 The quasi coherence time of a mm-wave channel
refers to the time period during which the dominant transmis-
sion rays (including LOS ray) go through both the main lobes
of a fixed Tx-Rx beam pair. �

Remark 2 The instantaneous channel may still change during
a quasi coherence time, but we can keep using the same Tx-
Rx beam pair because it is still the best beam pair to support
dominant transmission rays. �

As an example shown in Fig. 2, the quasi coherence time
refers to the time period for Rx moving from Position A to
Position B relative to Tx. Thus, the quasi coherence time
is much longer than the traditional coherence time for the
instantaneous channel depending on the small scale fading.
We assume that Rx has a velocity (V⊥, V‖) relative to Tx.
Then, we can compute the quasi coherence time as follows:

Lemma 2 When the initial distance from Tx to Rx is d0, the
average quasi coherence time for the mm-wave P2P system in
Fig. 2 can be approximately computed as

Tct =
sin(θ/2)

sin(π − θ/2− asin(V⊥/V‖))

d0√
V 2
⊥ + V 2

‖

. (14)
�

Proof: In practice, Rx may be at different any location in
the coverage of Tx when the P2P system starts beam training.
From statistical point of view, we can simply assume that Rx
is located in the middle line of the angular coverage of Tx.

Under the proposed mechanism, we can avoid the online
beamforming design (Tonline = 0) as the best Tx-Rx beam
pair has been determined in the beam training procedure. As
a result, the proposed mechanism takes

Tchannel + Tonline = ((π/θ)2 + 1)∆ [second], (15)

before data transmission.
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IV. LOW COMPLEXITY ENERGY EFFICIENCY
OPTIMIZATION

In this work, we consider the role of analog beamwidth
and the number of antennas in the energy efficiency, which
will provide a suggestion for the green system design. More
precisely, the energy efficiency performance metric is defined
as average rate to power consumption ratio [bits/Joule]. In
the following, the average rate and power consumption will
be computed, respectively.

A. Average Rate Computation

After Tx-Rx beam pairs are determined in the beam training
procedure, the SINRk in (13) can be rewritten as

SNR =
p

σ2
0

K∑
k=1

|αk|2G(θtk)G(θrk), (16)

where G(θtk) and G(θrk) denote the Tx and Rx beam gain
experienced by the k-th ray with AoD θtk and AoA θrk,
respectively. As we assume that the LOS ray always exists
between Tx k and Rx k, the LOS ray gain |α1|2 will
experience the large beam gain after beam alignment, i.e.,
G(θt1)G(θr1) = G2

m(N, θ) with the probability (w.p.) of one.
For each NLOS ray when k > 1, it experiences the Tx-Rx
beam gain as:

G(θtk)G(θrk) =



G2
m(N, θ) w.p.

(
θ

π

)2

Gm(N, θ)Gs(N, θ) w.p. 2
θ(π − θ)
π2

G2
s(N, θ) w.p.

(
π − θ
π

)2

.

(17)
We desire to investigate the impact of the beamwidth on

the average spectral efficiency for the link Tx 7→ Rx. When
the initial distance between Tx and Rx is d0 [meters], we
define R̃ := ETct,{θtm,θrm},ζ [R] as the performance metric
averaged over AoAs and AoDs of NLOS rays, log-normal
shadowing and the whole quasi coherence time period, which
is approximately derived in [13] as follows.

Proposition 1 When the initial Tx-Rx distance d0 is known,
the average rate R̃ can be approximately expressed as

R̃ ≈B
(

1− ((π/θ)2 + 1)∆

Tct

)
B

Tct log(2)
×(

Γ
(
V 2
⊥ + V 2

‖ ,−2d0V⊥, d
2
0 + β, 0, Tct

)
− Γ

(
V 2
⊥ + V 2

‖ ,−2d0V⊥, d
2
0, 0, Tct

))
(18)

where Tct is given in (14) and the definitions are given as:

β :=
p

σ2
0

(G2
m(N, θ)10−3.24f−2

G

+ G̃(N, θ)(e(µ̂+σ̂2
sh/2) − 10−3.24f−2

G ))

Γ(c2, c1, c0, b, b) := Ω(c2, c1, c0, b)− Ω(c2, c1, c0, b)

Ω(c2, c1,c0, x) :=
1

c2

√
4c2c0 − c21 tan−1(

2c2x+ c1√
4c2c0 − c21

)

− 2x+

(
c1
2c2

+ x

)
log
(
c2x

2 + c1x+ c0
)

�

B. Power Consumption Model

Within a quasi coherence time period, the power consump-
tion in the P2P system can be expressed as:

Ptotal :=
1

η
p+ 2

(
1− ((π/θ)2 + 1)∆

Tct

)
ρBN + 2Pc, (19)

where the three terms in (19) denote the consumption by
transmit power, signal processing power and constant circuit
power, respectively. More precisely, η ∈ (0, 1) and ρ denotes
the power amplifier efficiency and the unit signal processing
power for per antenna and per Hz transmission bandwidth.
The total power Ptotal includes the circuit power and signal
processing power in both Tx and Rx. Furthermore, as the
signal processing power like AD and DA conversion is only
needed in data transmission, the factor

(
1 − ((π/θ)2+1)∆

Tct

)
is

used in the signal processing power term.

C. Energy Efficiency Maximization

As R̃ in (18) is a closed-form function of both θ and N , it
is possible to determine the best system parameters achieving
the best energy efficiency performance by doing a simple two-
dimensional grid search of θ ∈ [π/30, π] and N ∈ [2, Nmax]
instead of high complexity online beamforming design.

max
gt,gr,N

R

Ptotal
⇒ max

θ,N

R̃

Ptotal
. (20)

Although the low complexity search on the average perfor-
mance may degrade instantaneous energy efficiency, yet it
could greatly reduce the channel acquisition overhead and
online strategy design time delay.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We evaluate energy efficiency performance of a P2P system,
where Tx and Rx have different initial distance d0. Tx has a
transmit power p = 23 dBm, and the terminal noise floor is
set to be σ2

0 = −174 × B + 40 dBm (including 10 dB noise
figure). The carrier frequency is 73 GHz and B = 2 GHz.
The channel fading coefficients in (6) are set as a = 69.8 and
ζ = 5.8. Set ρ = 10 Watt/GHz, Pc = 10 Watt, and symbol
interval in beam training ∆ = 1 microsecond.

The analysis result in (20) is based on the assumption
of Rx is located at middle line of the angular coverage.
In the Monte Carlo simulations, we consider 10000 random
angular positions for Rx. This aims to see the accuracy of the
coherence time computaton in (14).

When the initial distance between Tx and Rx is d0 = 50
meter, Fig. 3 shows analysis result in (20) based on (14) has the
same variance of energy efficiency with main beamwidth θ and
the number of antennas N , and in addition the gap between
them is very small. From 3, we observe that energy efficiency
is decreasing with both N and θ and thus its maximum value
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Fig. 3: Energy efficiency vs. θ and N when d0 = 50 meter
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is achieved when N = 2 and θ = 3o. The reason for result
may be the coherence time in this case is long enough even
when θ = 3 and fewer antennas are used to save signal
processing power. However, when the initial Tx-Rx distance is
d0 = 10 meter, Fig. 4 shows the energy efficiency achieves the
maximum when N = 2 but θ = 6o. As when the Tx is closed
to Rx, a wider main lobe beamwidth is needed to enable a
longer quasi coherence time.

Simulation results imply that we can semi-dynamically
adjust the best system parameters to achieve the most energy
efficient performance once the initial Tx-Rx distance is given.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we propose an analog beam codebook based
mechanism mm-wave systems, which has a very low com-
plexity, avoids the high overhead and online computation, and
prolongs the system coherence time (i.e., the proposed quasi
coherence time) compared with the previous approaches. In
addition, this mechanism based on the beam gain parameteri-
zation enables a theoretical analysis for energy efficiency per-
formance. As an application example, we analyze the energy
efficiency in a mm-wave P2P system and efficiently determine
the best solution by a two-dimensional grid search, which
provides a suggestion on green system parameters design.
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